Studio Arts Boulder – Private Membership Studio

PRIVATE STUDIO INFORMATION

The private membership studios are for artists in any art medium who desire their own dedicated work space. Studio Arts Boulder provides the space, while the artist provides their own equipment, tools, and supplies.

There are a limited number of private membership spaces available. Studio Arts Boulder has sole discretion over who becomes a member of the studio. Artists who are interested in a private studio may contact Jaci Woodburn at membership@studioartsboulder.org to arrange a tour.

STUDIOS AVAILABLE

Exhibit A (attached) shows the floorplan and room sizes of each private studio.

Room F: 303sf with large window and separate exterior entrance – $1,250/month
Room G: rented
Room H: 96sf with a window – $500/month
Room I: rented
Room J: 154sf with large window – $700/month
Room KLM: 204sf undivided – $1,000/month (currently no dividing walls between these spaces)
Rooms K, L, M: 66sf each if divided – $400/month each (walls can be added)

MEMBERSHIP OVERVIEW

- Private studios may be shared. If two or more artists share a studio, each artist is jointly and severally liable for monthly dues for the space (i.e., monthly dues must be paid for the entire room, regardless of how many individual artists share the space).
- Artists will be required to sign membership agreements that have a one (1) year term. Dues are paid monthly via automatic payment.
- Hazardous materials and processes are not allowed.
- Artists are required to carry general liability insurance. Proof of insurance is required.
- Private studio members will not have access to the community ceramics membership studio – that is a separate membership.

Artists who are interested in a private studio may contact Jaci Woodburn at membership@studioartsboulder.org to arrange a tour or get additional information.